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It assists them in a number of areas including reducing and preventing crime. There is a Commander for each
neighborhood with in each. Some of the data collected in police departments are not relevant for crime
analysis, so subsets of information are compiled for analysis purposes. To create an organization with great
leaders, the organization has to be able to help create those leaders. The next step in the Crime Analysis
Process is data collation. A manager can have the knowledge of all theory relative to law enforcement
management, but without understanding several key concepts, the manager will in turn not be effective.
Though many people may not believe it, they are the key to a successful crime prevention community. By
collecting this data we can better know when and where crimes are happening and try to provide a solution to
stopping them. Generally, the investigative process has four major objectives i. The first one is Officer Black
who I started my ride along with. Certain behaviors reflect characteristics of morality for law enfacement as
well as law makers. Where sometimes an arrest is made on the scene of the incident and statements of the
witnesses or evidence are taken to obtain evidence of the crime. The consequences of spending cuts may cost
layoffs, reduced services, shuttered public facilities and badly needed infrastructure improvements pushed
back even further Tameez,  There has also been a significant amount of crimes committed against law
enforcement as well. Crime analysts are generally not concerned with the exact circumstances of each car
accident; rather, they are concerned with compiling data on the dates, times, locations, and nature of all
accidents, as this information can help them to understand this type of activity more generally. Nonetheless,
roles and responsibilities have changed since the attacks on September 11,  The next step in the Crime
Analysis Process is data collation. With these advances in technology it creates more opportunities for
offenders to commit crimes. The result from the interview of one of the fractioned for instance, the attorney in
the criminal justice will be the cornerstone of this report. It posits that one of the most effective ways to deter
corporate misconduct is by seeking accountability from individuals who perpetrated the wrongdoing. In
addition, the manner in which data are stored and the amount of data stored are important in crime analysis.
Police interview witnesses, check surveillance, interrogate suspects; however, one of the most important steps
is the collection and analysis of evidence. Originally these rights were made in reaction to the abusive conduct
displayed by British authorities during Colonial times. I had the pleasure to meet two officers. What is law
enforcement?


